Chevrolet chevette 1980

The Chevrolet Chevette is a front-engine, rear-drive subcompact manufactured and marketed by
Chevrolet for model years as a three-door or five-door hatchback. Introduced in September , the
Chevette superseded the Vega as Chevrolet's entry-level subcompact, and sold 2. The Chevette
employed General Motors' global T platform. A T-car variant remained in production in South
America through Introduced on a full-color nationwide campaign in of the country's largest
daily papers, [2] the New York Times said the "little American car holds its own with the
foreigners. Under the direction of chief engineer John Mowrey, [6] Chevrolet began developing
the Chevette on December 24, It was a response to the federal CAFE standards and the oil
crisis. The Chevette was prompted by GM's Energy Task Force, which arose out of the crisis
and the resultant shift in consumer demand to smaller, foreign vehicles boasting greater fuel
efficiency. With the well-known problems of its predecessor, the Vega , which included
production issues, reliability problems, and a serious propensity for corrosion, the team
reworked the international platform such that the Chevette shared not a single body panel with
another T-car and reworked the underbody extensively to enhance corrosion protection. With
initial projected sales of , units in its first year, [6] numbers were cut in half as the price of oil
stabilized. The Chevette ultimately reached 2,, sales for its entire production across the 12
model years The Chevette itself was initially available only as a two-door hatchback with a 1. A
four-speed manual transmission was standard, while a three-speed automatic transmission was
optional. Front seats featured inertia locking mechanisms that enabled entry and exit
adjustment of the front seatback without using a separate release. Pontiac marketed a rebadged
variant in Canada as the "Acadian". The EPA rated the base 1. Chevrolet claimed that the
Chevette's turning circle Chevrolet marketed optional "Rally" and "Woody" packages, as well as
the least expensive "Scooter" model. The Rally 1. The Chevette Woody featured simulated
wood-grain siding and upgraded interior and exterior trim. A total of 9, Scooter models were
manufactured, compared to , regular hatchbacks. The Scooter hatchback included a rear seat,
while offering a rear-seat delete option. In , models had a revised grille with a grid design, while
the grille and headlight frames were chromed for standard models, a four-door hatchback riding
on a The 1. An "HO" high output version was available in addition to the standard 1. The HO
package also included a dual-outlet exhaust manifold. Prices were dropped and more standard
equipment was added for In , the Holley two-barrel carburetor became standard on all models.
The front fascia was revised with a flat hood, no longer wrapping down to the bumper. New for
was a large chrome grille with Chevrolet's "bow-tie" emblem and square headlights. A new
air-injection system was introduced to improve catalytic-converter function at idle. An active
passenger-restraint system was introduced in small numbers as an option which featured a
lower hanging dashboard, automatic seatbelts, and a center-dash console. Chevette sales
totaled more than , units â€” a figure that would rank it second only to Chevy's new Citation ,
which had a much longer model run sales had started in April The rear fascia was revised with a
squared-off hatch, wraparound taillights with combined, single-colored turn signals, and a
round gas-filler door. In , a diesel engine option was new with a late availability â€” this is a 1. It
was not available with air conditioning. Domestic models received a new computer command
control feedback system on gasoline engines. The HO option was discontinued. Electronic
spark timing was used on models in place of mechanical timing advance. A new engine cylinder
head design swirl-port was introduced to improve low-end torque and fuel economy. The
Pontiac T was introduced in the spring of , which shared all body stampings with the Chevette,
featuring a chrome center with black-trimmed grille and headlight buckets, as well as standard
chrome window trim with black area fill. The active passenger-restraint system was
discontinued. New lighter-weight bucket seats were introduced that lacked much of the lower
support of the heavier "panned" seats. A new adhesive-based, thinner windshield seal replaced
the lock-ring type. In , models featured a five-speed manual transmission option on
gasoline-powered two-door cars standard with diesel. The Scooter was newly available as a
four-door hatchback. A new catalytic converter was introduced with an air inlet for forced air
injection from the air pump. A new one-piece cardboard-based headliner with an updated
overhead dome light replaced the earlier vinyl liner. The Pontiac T received a unique grille, body
molding, and horizontal lined taillights, as well as an alloy sport wheel option. General Motors of
Canada's Pontiac Acadian, a rebadged Chevette, received all the T's Pontiac-exclusive features
from this point on. Chevrolet sold , Chevettes in and , in In , the Chevettes had a makeover for
the front and rear fasciae, and the Chevette CS was introduced. A black-finished grille and trim
moldings replaced most chrome pieces. Scooter and base Chevettes featured black bumpers
and end caps, while the higher-end Chevette CS models included color-keyed bumpers and
caps with chrome bumper inserts as an option. Scooter and base models featured a black-only
grille and headlight buckets, while CS models featured argent-colored trim. The Chevette S
model introduced a cosmetic package that included black-painted styled-steel wheels and a

red-accented grille and moldings, as well as oversized decal emblems in red. Front bucket seats
featured new adjustable knobs on the sides, but lost the reclining levers of previous years.
Interior trim was also blacked out with new black door handles and black plastic window
regulators. An integrated cassette deck was optional with the stereo package. A chrome strip on
the dashboard was available only on CS and S models until the end of production. Deluxe door
panels were discontinued and all models featured plastic door panels, but base and Scooter
models still featured laminated cardboard cargo area panels. The "diagnostic connector" was
removed from the wiring harness. In , the low-cost Scooter model was discontinued. The T was
renamed Pontiac The models carried few updates from the models. In , the Chevette base model
was discontinued, leaving only the CS and the S, which featured a third brake light and an
instrument cluster "service engine soon" light, replacing the "check engine" light. Sales fell to
just over 46, units, and production ended on December 23, The final Chevette rolled off the
assembly line in December 23, In the s, General Motors Advanced Engineering developed a
concept car, the Electrovette, based on the Chevette, but using an electric motor powered by
lead-acid batteries. A luxury variant of the Chevette, the Leata Cabalero, was manufactured and
marketed for model years and by Stinebaugh Manufacturing Company, founded by Donald E.
Stinebaugh with his son Leonard D. Donald Stinebaugh named the car after his wife Hilda
Erickson Stinebaugh, giving the car her nickname, Leata â€” a misunderstanding of litt ,
Norwegian for "little. The Leata featured power windows, power seat and cruise control â€” as
well as baroque styling with custom fiberglass body panels, round headlights in square bezels,
a rectangular "classic" grille, and heavily styled fenders; 97 were made in either in pickup or
hatchback body styles. A four-door sedan followed in April , and then a three-door hatchback
was added in November The dash was also new, as were ventilation windows in the front doors.
Mechanically, the 1. The Latin American Chevettes underwent a series of facelifts, in , , and a
major one in , which meant new headlights and a black plastic grille. Where available, the
station wagon used the Chevette name outside of Brazil. The four-door sedan version was built
until , mainly for export to other Latin American countries. The two-door sedan remained in
production until , only outlived by the pickup version Chevy , which continued until after having
been first launched in The four-door sedan continued to be built for a few more years in
Ecuador and Colombia. The Chevette originally appeared with a 1. In this was augmented by a
locally developed 1. The Brazilian 1. For , the 1. This engine remained available until the end of
Brazilian Chevette production. The lower-powered 1. A gasohol-powered version of the 1. As a
tax cut for subliter cars appeared in late , General Motors do Brasil responded with the 1. It only
remained available until , after which the Corsa took over. In the Brazilian market, both the 1.
Production in Colombia, where a special version for taxi usage was also built, continued until
The Chevette was the number-one seller in Chile for some time, last in When catalytic
converters were made a requirement in that country, GMB was unable to develop such an
engine and the Chevette was withdrawn from the Chilean market after the model year. Around 1.
About one quarter of the production was exported. It competed with offerings from several
other manufacturers, including the Fiat Fiorino , Ford Pampa , and Volkswagen Saveiro. Using
the 1. Created by Horacio Torrendell, a fibreglass-bodied version actually based on the Vauxhall
Chevette 's bodywork called the Grumett was built in Uruguay. This replaced an earlier version
since which used bodywork based on that of the Vauxhall Viva , as well as Vauxhall mechanics.
By the Vauxhall parts had become impossible to import and Grumett switched to Chevette parts
from Brazil. The Grumett used the original 1. It was sold there as a two- or four-door sedan,
either with the 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Front-engine, rear-drive subcompact
built For the version of the Chevrolet Nova sold in Canada, see Acadian automobile. Motor
vehicle. General Motors. Archived from the original on Retrieved The New York Times. While U.
Curbside Classics. December 28, Automobile Quarterly. Retrieved 18 April Crain Press Inc. April
7, The Drive. Quattroruote: Tutte le Auto del Mondo in Italian. Milano: Editoriale Domus S. Auto
Katalog Quatro Rodas in Portuguese. April Journal of Transport Economics and Policy.
Carplace in Portuguese. El Telegrafo in Spanish. Pontiac vehicles. A division of General Motors
, â€” Aztek Sunrunner Torrent. Montana Trans Sport. Category Commons. Hidden categories:
CS1 Spanish-language sources es CS1 Italian-language sources it CS1 Portuguese-language
sources pt Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All
articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from September Articles
with unsourced statements from August Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles with
Curlie links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Chevrolet General Motors. Early Brazilian Chevette. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Chevrolet Chevette. Bel Air. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle.
Thirty-five years after it was mercifully euthanized, the Chevrolet Chevette remains synonymous

with crappy motoring. The Chevette may have been humble and horrible, but it was also one of
the most significant cars in General Motors history. It marked a major turning point in GM's
fortunes, the company's first acknowledgement that the world was changing in ways it didn't
yet understand. Like the rest of Detroit, GM had steadfastly avoided making subcompact
carsâ€”"Mini-cars, mini-profits," as Henry Ford II so eloquently put itâ€”but the energy crisis
changed all that. GM's corporate average fuel economy was 12 mpg, worst in the industry. The
first departure from the norm was the decision to build a small, basic car. Why was that so
remarkable? Because up until now, GM simply didn't do basic cars. Alfred Sloan had built GM
into the world's largest and most powerful corporation specifically by making nicer alternatives
to Henry Ford's basic cars. GM's previous import fighters, the Corvair and Vega, were small but
not basic, with styling and technology designed to position them above the imports rather than
competing head-on. The second monumental decision was to use a foreign design. The new
small car was to be a major player in GM's strategy, and it was unheard of that such a
significant car should have its genesis anywhere but Detroit. The T was supposed to be GM's
first "world car. As originally conceived, the only part of the world where the "world car" would
not appear was the part of the world GM called home. The crash decision to transform the
foreign T-car into a Chevrolet was a surprise to all, even GM internals. When the first blueprints
arrived in Detroit, no one could read them as everything was written in German and Portuguese.
We at MotorTrend were so intrigued and surprised at the Chevette's origin story that we
featured it on our cover for the October issue. Having been badly stung by the quality problems
of the Chevrolet Vega , GM assigned John Mowrey, who had worked with Isuzu in Japan on its
version of the T-car, as the chief engineer for the Chevrolet Chevette. The American version was
reworked from bumper-to-bumper, particularly to avoid the Vega's rust problems, and it was
made ready in a remarkably short 18 months. While the Chevette's rear-wheel-drive and solid
rear axle sound archaic to modern car fans, the contemporary Datsun B and Toyota Corolla
used similar architecture The Chevette did have some novel engineering features, including
progressive-rate rear springs and an overhead-camshaft engine. Chevrolet developed 1. The
larger engine was contrived in the vain hopes of running an air conditioner and an automatic
transmission, the latter the specially developed and soon-to-be-dreaded Turbo Hydramatic THM
We pitted a Chevette against the market-leading Datsun B and the new-and-novel Renault 5, and
it proved competitive, if not stellar. The Chevette's 1. Acceleration was hampered by our test
car's 4. Handling was stable and competentâ€”the Chevette's front suspension would later be
used on the sporty Pontiac Fiero â€”though we noted that Detroit had managed to bleach out
much of the German ride and handling magic from the chassis. Still, we judged the Chevrolet
Chevette to be an adequate alternative to the imports. More importantly, we noted, it was a tacit
acknowledgement by General Motors that the American car market was changing rapidly. Sales
were cooler than expected as the end of the energy crises bought an unexpected surge in
big-car sales. Even so, GM's competitors were rapidly introducing Chevette competitors.
Volkswagen introduced the front-wheel-drive Rabbit to the US in Ford began importing the
European-market Fiesta in Chrysler followed GM's lead, partnering with its European subsidiary
to develop the Dodge Omni and Plymouth Horizon, the first modern front-wheel-drive
subcompacts built in America. Chevrolet introduced a three-inch-longer four-door variant for ,
and refinements to the powertrain and gearing and elimination of the pitiful 1. The four-door,
four-speed Chevette we tested for our July issue made 60 mph in But it was those extra doors
the public really wanted: sales more than doubled to ,, greater than Omni, Horizon and Fiesta
combined. The second oil crisis in '79 fueled sales further, and the Chevette had its best-ever
year in , with , sales. But a rash of new imported competitors, not to mention GM's revolutionary
and ultimately disastrous front-wheel-drive X-cars , were starting to make the Chevette look like
the Homo erectus of cheap motoring. While we might previously have described its platform as
traditional , in â€”first year for Ford's front-drive Escortâ€”we switched to the word primitive.
The dated Chevette cannot last many more years, but it is successfully serving a vital stand-in
role until GM's next-generation subcompacts can be readied. We were wrong on both counts.
The Chevette lasted another half-decade and that next generation of subcompacts never
materialized. Instead, GM concentrated on front-wheel-drive replacements for its larger and
more profitable cars, while the Chevette soldered on with little more than a facelift and the
addition of an unpopular and even slower diesel. In July of , we ran a ten-car Econosport
comparison test, and the Chevette came in tenth place. Two years later, in our August issue, we
tested the Chevette's supposed replacement, a rebadged Suzuki called the Chevrolet Sprint
which would later morph into the Geo Metro. Like the Chevette, the Sprint was a humble car
carrying a monumental message: GM was admitting defeat by sourcing a car from its
vanquishing enemy, the Japanese. We paid the Sprint the highest complement we could come
up with: "It's certainly no Chevette. The Chevette, however, did not die the quiet death we

expected. Sales had been diving steadily since , but took a sudden uptick in ' This may have
been down to the sharp new CS model, or it may have been a little accounting trickery, as GM
reportedly extended the Chevette's '84 model year in order to improve its corporate average fuel
economy numbers. The end finally came in By this time, the Chevette had become well
established as a symbol of down-on-your-luck driving. Chevrolet built nearly 2. Chevettes
continued to make their owners miserable well into the s and beyond. That the Chevette's
legacy would be one of motoring misery is almost a shame. The Chevette is a rarity among
malaise-era vehicles in that it is not a victim of its own hubris, but rather that of everyone and
everything around it. The Chevette was never supposed to be a great car. It was designed with
mediocrity in mind, and mediocrity is exactly what it reliably deliveredâ€”for far too long,
unfortunately. And yet the Chevrolet Chevette, set in its proper historical context, is the small
pin on which the world's largest corporation pivoted. It was a major change for a company that
seemed unchangeable and a harbinger of the industry's future. Too bad it was such a lousy car.
Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. The significance of Chevy's infamous crap-can is
lost in its utter wretchedness. Aaron Gold Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Seller information lgsr1
Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. The listing has ended.
Starting bid:. Your max bid:. Place bid Resume bidding , if the page does not update
immediately. Buy It Now. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Buyer
responsible for vehicle pick-up or shipping. Item location:. Wood Dale, Illinois, United States.
Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. I have personally taken the photos that are posted here and have also heard the car start
and run. Rare 2 door hatchback, with only 26, original miles. Garage kept, adult driven,
non-smoker. New brakes and brake lines, new set of tires, all new coil springs. Small exterior
rust area behind driver's side wheel pictured. All interior including seats and headliner are
almost perfect. It looks like the rear driver's exterior panel was re-painted pictured. Body looks
straight, just like the rest of the car. Small paint fade on exterior roof, but otherwise, car shines.
All chrome looks good. Floor boards are solid. Car currently has a glass pack muffler for its
exhaust system pictured. This exhaust system has no leaks. Car starts and runs easily, but
sounds like it could use a tune up or carburetor adjustment. I have a short video from under the
hood while car is running. I am no auto mechanic, so please ask specific questions for what you
would like to see, if you don't see it here. I will work directly with your car carrier to get car
loaded and shipped. Payment details. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian
Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as
is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the
reports. If you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Comes with
original spare tire and jack. Also original keys and owner's manual. Master Card. This page is
for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find any results within the criteria you
specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified
pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors
of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Chevrolet
Chevette. Chevrolet Chevette Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all
aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the
Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered
by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision
time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. The s were an unusual time for automakers. The gas crisis,
pollution, and safety regulations played a big part in helping to shape the whole industry and
one of the vehicles that came out of that mix is the Chevette. This Chevrolet Chevette can be
found here on craigslist in beautiful Mesa, Arizona, where I should be right now. This car has
been stored for 26 years, since Is this thing on? The Chevette was about the least-complicated
vehicle that you could imagine and it was at the time the smallest Chevrolet ever produced. But,
it filled a need and the company sold millions of them in many forms around the world. The
rooftop luggage rack is cool and this car has new tires, a new battery, and zero rust. This car

has an automatic and yes, I always mention that. Some people want a crazy V8 engine, I want to
shift for myself, whenever possible. At least with my vintage vehicles. The interior looks better
than I thought it would with it being a desert southwest car. Being stored for almost three
decades has seemed to preserve this interior more than usual. The back seat looks great and
the rear cargo area under the hatchback looks even better. The engine looks great for being 40
years old, it also seems to have been saved by being stored away for years. It should be a 1.
Good buy or good-bye? Wait,will it do 60? Yes but it takes forever to get there. I had one back in
cheap to run not many problems with it. I had received many a speeding tickets for driving 80
on the Highways when I was commuting to college in my Chevette. It was a 4dr with 4spd.
Maybe the Holly carb that my brother installed, before I first drove it, had something to do with
it. However I think it was both of those things combined with the fact it was a 4spd that made it
so quick. I collect them, drive several as daily drivers. Fun to drive, not noisy or have rattles.
Thumbs up to you Duaney! Love the diversity people like you add to our hobby! GMs T-body
was of developing countries friendly tech and being cheap throw-away boxes they were also
treated as such! Had owners cared to regularly maintain them they were not worse than other
comparable vehicles of its time. This find is a cool anti-establishment car for the right person. I
agree, great little cars and the engine was virtually indestructible. He , being 18 ,did his best to
destroy it , but did not succeed. Originally a dark green it ended up with a white bumper and
blue left front fender. A simple car with panels that were fairly easy for Dad to replace. The car
was used to deliver pizzas through out Ontario winters in the back country and never let him
down. I found it fun to drive as well. When the body finally became too rusted out, we drove it to
the wreckers. No title on a 40 year old nerd mobile. If you give me bucks, I will haul it off for you.
I still happen to have a couple Chevette titles. Is it wrong that this appeals to me more than any
modern Camry or Accord? The simplicity, clean design, and no pretense. Vegaman Danâ€¦.
Sears optical is offering a 2 for 1 special on prescription eye glassesâ€¦. Harder to find rust free
Chevettes. Find the estate, get certificate of death of former owner. Bill of sale from executor.
Apply for lost title. Basic as can be. No way! My dad always tells stories about his first car that
was a 79 Chevette! One of them is that one time when he was late for class he tried to thread the
needle in between 2 cement blocks. He ended up putting stickers on both sides of the car. A
friend of mine bought one new. I rode in the back on a beach trip. Four hrs. It was like sitting on
concrete. Ac had to be shut off to merge onto the interstate. It had no power with it on. I never
rode in that again. It was adequate for basic transportation, point A to B. Oooohhh yeah, the
perfect muscle car! Just redo the heads, headers, new pistons and you might just get in about a
week! Not true at all , that would have been the Vega. I worked at a junkyard in the mid to late
80s in New England where rust is a constant thing , and I can tell you the only part that rusted
badly on these cars was the passenger floor pan where the large flat cat converter was placed.
You could beat the crap out of these little cars and they would still keep running. Its just a
nothing special econobox that did their job. Perhaps I was a bit unfair with my joke. But one has
to admit they are rare. You will find people who have fond memories of all of these disposable
cars. However, my joke has an ounce of truth, they should be kept. These cars were part of
American History, and fortunately there are those that elect to keep them running and on the
road. Nice looking car. Although I was too young to drive at the time, I remember cars like the
Chevette. It was designed to be a economical commuter or 2nd car, which it performed well.
People wanted a small economy car that could be easily maintained, and this car was it. They
sold millions. Also on the slow bit -My first car was a 67 four door Falcon with a six cyl. That
thing was so slow that when I came to steep hills I had to speed up before hand to get a running
start! Also my mothers 67 Rambler had a in it that was so underpowered it seemed like kids on
bikes would pass her on the road. Again, like the Chevette, they were an economical car of their
time. I believe that is true; however, if somebody treated it otherwise, the Chevette has been
dependable. At least it was for the six years of my ownership from to The basic design criteria
for the Chevette Shove-it was for it to be cheap and light. Weighed in under lbs. Objective
achieved. They were horrible cars. It is a car. It most likely will get you from point A to point B,
and maybe back again. Probably decent on gas. Believe it or not some of us do collect
Chevettes-I have more than one. I avoid the automatics because I owned one and the lack of
acceleration turned me against automatics. Bicentennial I had 1 as my County car wrked for
Stanislaus County. This would B better. Nice car, did the job. Every application hasa auto truck,
bus, etc made for that. Wow, I am the 34th comment, this car seems to inspire way more
passion than a rusted out Chargerâ€¦ I remember from driving these, that they ingeniously
combined the bad traits of full sized cars ponderous, imprecise handling with the bad traits of
small cars cramped interior space. I had a Pontiac T , basically a Chevette with different grille
and taillights. I put some wider Vega GT wheels on the car and it made a huge difference in the
handling! Well Stu , maybe not track racing, but the wider GT wheels did make it corner better!

There there were a few Chevettes that ran in a stock 4 cyl class at our local race track back in
the early 90s though! I remember this car very well bone, a friend of mine had a T It was an
upgrade of the chevette but the same. I can see the better cornering with the wider tires but the
car in general was just your basic car. The power train is the issue. What a waste of perfectly
good storage space. I would have piled boxes on it just so nobody would have to look at it. Ike
Onick, I disagree with youâ€¦this car would be parked right beside a pile of firewood ready to
burnâ€¦Think outside the boxâ€¦. And it came with a clean title. So, like, no. It would be hard to
walk away from an accident. Good luck with the Riv. Those are beautiful cars and I believe they
started the styling trend for Buick that still exists today. Fill the gas tank and double the value. I
owned one of these turds. I actually changed a timing belt in 10 minutes in the middle of a busy
intersection. Sophisticated as a brick. Wow, i,m into the 80,s and i would love to have this one.
How do you get a new title when the original cant be found? They were never supposed to be
nothing special ,just a point A to B car but it served it,s purpose like it was intended to do. The
diversity on this Chevette thread is baffling me. Chevrolet advertised the Chevette as having a
splendid ride, they have SLA front suspension and coils at all 4 wheels. Many of the ads high
lighted the excellent ride and comfort. The diesel gets MPG. I drove my 76 from to , and enjoyed
driving the little classic for the most part especially because it was a standard. Like any car
when things go out they suck. I love mine! Of course it is now equipped with a 4. Currently
going through some body mods for the lowered stance and cage. We are autocross racing after
this pandemic. Yet the Chevette is like a Cadillac in comparison and gets all the hate? I stuffed
rags into the vents. I am so Sad that i missed this Opportunity. However I am not surprised that
it sold so quick. Whenever I see one come up for sale on Craigslist in my region they sell quick.
There are also a few standing posts for people wanting to buy a Chevette too. Don't post your
car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More:
Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Bakyrdhero Member. Courtney
Sutherland. Dan Mar. I still want to buy one again so bad. Brian Hayes. Got a kid with a couple
of moving violations? Speeding tickets? Perfect for rectifying that! Left Behind. They were loud
noisy rattle traps. This find is a cool anti-establishment car for the right person 6. Paul R.
Vegaman Dan. Dave Suton. Bakyrdhero Member. Right, fugly. And here we have this handsome
Chevetteâ€¦ Mark Bardenwerper. The biggest issue here would be finding parts, they do not
exist in junkyards these days. Howebrad Member. This one does appear to be heavily optioned
with Air, auto, and the upgraded wheels. With tilt wheel and remote sport mirrors too. Store it
for 26 more years and it would still be worthless. I had one. You could measure with a sundial in
those cars. Dual Jetfire. Tim M. Thats what it was designed to be , nothing more. Something that
the Vega tried and failed 1. Steve Clinton. The perfect muscle car! Hello Karl, Perhaps I was a bit
unfair with my joke. Car Nut Tacoma. Early Fiero used the Chevette front suspension from what
I recall?? No, it was the Citation suspension. John B. In English, please? Matt G. Ike Onick.
Anybody remember the Joie Chitwood Thrill Show? They used some Chevettes at some point in
time. Harriston Richardson. Bakyrdhero â€¦please to talk about the K-Carsâ€¦These cars were
garbageâ€¦ 2. To each his own I guess Duaney. Paul Stehlik. Rear defroster so your hands
stayed warm when pushing it home. Rare Fins: Cadillac Eldorado Seville. Frequency: Daily. Get
Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn
Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! For the video youtu. Explore Jacob Frey 4A's photos on Flickr. Jacob Frey 4A
has uploaded photos to Flickr. I took this photo because you just don't see this model much
any more. Once common, most of them have rusted into oblivion. A late Chevrolet Chevette four
door at the car show? This one was at least in nice shape and had some classy bull horns on
the hood. Explore imnuts60's photos on Flickr. Explore smax's photos on Flickr. I remember my
Dad carrying me out to a little greenish-yellow station wagon when I was two. This puts me in
rare company: one of the few Americans with a positive memory of a Chevy Vega. My parents
would not be in that group. One rear end collision and one melted engine, and the Vega was
gone. If I missed out on the joy of picking rust scabs, at least I got to sample the full majesty of
the Chevette. Was it a bad car? Chevy Chevette Hatchback. Browse interior and exterior photos
for Chevrolet Chevette. Get both manufacturer and user submitted pics. Chevy- Chevette- My
high school wheels. Great memories. Chevrolet Chevette. Chevy Chevette - also owned by my
mom. Damn thing always overheated and left me stranded too many times! Chevrolet Chevette
14 - one of the models of cars manufactured by Chevrolet. Chevrolet Chevette 14 received many
good reviews of car owners for their consumer qualities. On this page we present you the most
successful photo gallery of Chevrolet Chevette 14 and wish you a pleasant viewing experience.
Cool Cars Dream Cars Chevrolet. Bull Horns. Cool Cars Vehicles Car Vehicle. Vehicles Car

Automobile. Montreal Canadiens. Great Memories School Memories Chevy. Vintage Cars
Antique Cars. Dodge Chevy. Chevette Hatch Olympia. Vroom Vroom My Mom. Indy Car Racing
Indy Cars. Indianapolis Motor Speedway. At just 26, miles, this Chevette found itself locked
away in a barn for many years and emerged from captivity in remarkable condition, perhaps the
nicest year-old original subcompact around. Chevy introduced the Chevette in as the smallest
car the Bow Tie people had ever built at least until then. Rear-wheel drive with a tiny 4-cylinder
engine that never put out more than something horsepower at any time during its year life.
Simplicity was the goal and Chevy got high marks from buyers wanting cheap basic wheels.
You could even get a Chevette with a diesel engine, but why? Chevrolet managed to sell nearly
2. For everything you never wanted to know about the Chevette, go to How Stuff Works. For
reasons unknown, this Chevy Chevette was used lightly and then shuffled away into a barn in a
small farm town. The seller is a dealer who spent some time bringing the little car back up to
speed. The body and paint look practically flawless, as does the simple interior. The brakes are
brand new as are the tires. All the coil springs have been replaced, no doubt because of the
weight it carried in a standing position all these years. The exterior looks good, but not perfect.
There is some surface rust on the left quarter panel in front of the wheel well. The paint on the
roof might be a tad faded as well. Everything else, including the undercarriage, is up to snuff.
The chrome and grill also look like all over again. If you just have to have yourself a s Chevette,
this is probably the one. Despite their large production numbers, they were throwaway cars that
seldom saw Y2K. If they built cars like this again, nobody would buy them. Btw, you can still
buy stripper pickups, rubber floor mats, roll up windows, etc. These cars have double the HP
and higher MPG not to mention airbags, antilock brakes and much higher crash ratings than
this death trap dinosaur you think you have the crazy idea that you want to actually daily drive.
So the Crapvette would be twice the payment. This car reminds me of a favorite high school
teacher I had. He was a Chevette guy and I suspect a lot of school teachers of the time owned
these due to their frugal nature. I guess 40 years on even the most basic and underwhelming
cars can become charming today. I guess the same could be said for the Corvair which sold in
the same numbers. Except the Corvair was more groundbreaking and fun to drive. Spent a few
hours working on it and riding in it. Not my cup of Tea. Rather Drive my 65 Monza. Turd of a car.
Slow as molasses. But a basic car.. Need basic cars made today. Back in the 80s we put a few to
the test.. I owned an 81, burgundy with red vinyl seats. Getting onto the highway merging in
Boston was a roulette wheel with a full chamber. It took me 2x as long to get anywhere because
I had to avoid hills. I know â€¦â€¦.. Yes, someone should have a museum like that, full of base
cars and cars that no one ever thought of saving. I would pay to go to that. People like a great
restored muscle car, but you can only look at so many, besides, how many of us have any
experience with them? Everyone knew someone with a Pinto, or Dodge Dart, or yes, a Chevette.
I remember motoring history, used to read all the magazines, often lusted after many of them,
but the most important history, the stuff that warms my heart and sometimes brings tears to my
eyes, is my own history. It was okay except for lack of pick-up. I nearly got creamed many times
entering the LI Expressway. They also made a performance versionâ€¦HSRâ€¦It made a great
rally car. Looks more like , miles. Check out the carpet, the upholstery and the door panels. The
materials were so cheap that you did indeed get that kind of wear in 26k. Actually, yes, I have.
My aunt had one, and it held up quite well. Between the poor quality and passing of time, unless
hermetically sealed, this is what you would get. At k miles and 40 years later, it would not look
like this, inside or out. They were crappy when new but served a purpose. I laugh when
someone bothered to buy a dreary economy car, and then opted for an automatic, which COST
them mileage. I wish I remembered the performance numbers on that. Not so important now
because of CVTs and multi speed autos, back then a stick was needed for these low powered
cars. I loved the stick in my friends Chevette. Not a bad little car at all, got the job done. I agree
with the above poster, we need more basic cars. Cheap, but reliable. When people get a little
more money later on, then fun cars can be had, but the young today need cost effective good
transportation, not some used 12 ton pick up. Modern automatic transmissions with locking
torque converters will return the same mileage as a manual transmission. That saidâ€¦ Last
night I dreamt of returning to the building where I worked over 20 years ago. People were
cleaning the building outâ€¦there was one of the old field service trucks with a ton of old
computers in the bed. Keys are in it, get it out of here or it gets scrapped! Too bad that my wife
snoresâ€¦. This site has recently featured better Chevettes. It may have survived in good
condition, but so what. Any rust that needs some form of cutting or grinding is something else.
My late father was a partner in several GM dealerships in the 70ss. When I had a nice demo
Camaro, my younger sister got her licence, and demanded a car too. She soon was bragging to
friends about the new Corvette she was going to drive. The Vette was dropped off at our house
2 days laterâ€¦.. She cried. It was several weeks before she would be seen driving it. Sister

turned out well. She is a very successful senior exec at a large international company. She has
3 young adult kids. All went to, or are going to university. None of the kids were given a car. The
Chevette story is still told at family dinners, and always brings a laugh. I looked under the hood
and what appeared to be all the front mounted accessories had fallen off the front of the engine.
It was towed away and traded in for a Monte Carlo with a cubic inch engine. These were actually
solidly build little cars. Pulled out the fenders, replaced the hood, replaced lights, and he was
able to drive it a few more years. In high school late 70s I had a neon, lime green Chevette. It
was a surprise purchase from my Father. There was another girl who also had the exact same
color. We would park next to each other whenever we could. Drove it all through high school
and threw it away as soon as I graduated. Sweet looking car. I remember when these were sold.
I was way too young to drive at the time. I find the and later Chevettes way more attractive than
those sold before Granted, this plastic filler piece could deteriorate simply from time, but it
certainly takes away from the factory correctness of this supposed no way 26k mile example.
And the carpet looks extra worn for the stated mileage. These cars never got 30 to 40 MPG with
the gas engine. The EPA numbers were so inflated that they were a joke. Here is what Car and
Driver got in real world driving with a 4 speed. The poor acceleration is accompanied by
less-than-stunning fuel economyâ€”our test car achieved A similar cc, four-speed Chevette
without air conditioning bettered these figures by 1 mpg, which puts it ahead of a Toyota
Corolla but behind the Honda Civic, Datsun B, and Rabbit. For the record, and I speak from
experience, there was never a nice Chevette, though I have seen some cool work done out of
the UK to turn a few into rally cars Retropower comes immediately to mind. I could get about
16k miles out of a throw-out bearing before laying on my back in the gravel driveway to change
it out. At least the transmission was small and pretty light, but still. Took forever to warm up in
the winter, and was entirely too warm in the summer. Of course I am saying this somewhat
tongue in cheek. A friends mom had one of these, a blue 4 door with a 4 speed, AC and believe
it or not, a Positraction rear end. Like every other car we got our hands on, we had to see what it
would do. He would pull onto the gravel shoulder, floor it, dump the clutch and steer it back
onto the blacktop. That usually resulted in about three feet of pizza cutter thin black marks. With
the AC on zero to sixty could be measured in minutes. He beat that thing like it owed him money
and I have to admit it held up to the abuse. His mom had no idea what that poor little car went
through! I had girlfriend in college that had one of these it had wood grain stickers to try to
fancy it up. Extremely cheap everything inside and out. I am pretty sure my lawn mower had
bigger tires on it. Oh was it hard to keep my thoughts to myself on this one!! Leave it to Chevy
to take a perfectly respectable Opel and turn it into an abomination like the Chevette or,
Leavette. Nor, a good looking set of side pipes. Dad had a green -2 door with the 4 speed. About
ever three days we,d have to work on it. It wasn,t a great mpg var either. It was so cheap made.
We thought maybe someone forgot to put it on and asked the parts guy for one. We replaced
alot of parts on it. It was all the time missing. Then we hooked up a clear gas line filter and the
next morning before starting it. We looked at the filter. It was dry. So we got a new fuel filter to
put on and stopped at this gas station. This car dealer got to talking to my dad about tradeing.
Said he had a nice 81 Chrysler New Port. He drove across the street and dad traded and told
him about the fuel pump. He told dad to take it back and get his money. They weren,t putting it
on. Another guy bought the Chevett and about a week later. His wife got mad at him and took a
bat and knocked all the windows out of it. I was real happy dad got rid of it. Troubles with it all
the time. Absolute turd of a car. Dangerously slow, poor MPG for its class, noisy engine and
terrible interior. Does anyone really want to drive this? Run in to a guy at car shows who has a
nice corvette but brings his chevette to the show because it gets a lot more attention and
smiles. Had a 79 bought in Sure it was slow but with the 4 spd and HD it was ok to drive. It was
my work truck for many projects, could haul a lot of 2x4s with passenger seat removed! Take it
from someone who has owned two?! Will you look at all the comments about a Chevette none
the less. These cars were everywhere you looked right up to the last day of production. I even
had a 4 door CS version. She wanted that 84 wagon because it was so much smaller than her
Impala wagon. I bought the thing to go back and forth to work and it was great at doing that.
With my white one in the hands of my Wife I had to go buy myself another. I think it had every
option cept for an autotrans. Ok so that part is a down right lie, but was an outstanding piece of
base transportation. I drove mine till it was run over by a Ford Excursion in She hated it. One
day on a field visit, she had the Cat. Converter blow up on her. As her Husband was a car dealer
she drove a new Chrysler. The paid her per mile after that. My mom had a 4door when I was a
kid. Drove it on dates with my girlfreind she lived on a gravel road so no way was I driving my
Black 75 Monte Carlo! Still with my high school sweetie not the Chevette after almost 40 years.
Chevy Chevette did not have a posi traction rear end, standard or as a option. With the lack of
power and to keep costs down it was not offered. The Chevette was a good looking car because

the GM stylists were the best. They were both bean counters that knew nothing about cars they
made and the GM organization, which is why they presided over the decline of GM. Loved that
car. Put k on it and it was still in good shape when I finally had to trade for something bigger.
Would have donated it to this kind of a museum. Color keyed interior. Excellent visibility all
around. Real protective bumpers. REAR wheel drive. Manual steering. No cheap black exterior
plastic that will fade. No clearcoat paint to peel that looks as bad as acne. No blend-door motors
with plastic gears to break in the air ducts. Full size spare. Which is evidenced by the fact that it
holds the award for the car with the most speeding tickets written against its drivers this year?
AWD, quick and easily modded for impressive and cheap performance for a young bro light on
cash. So, no one cares or even wants a 2 door car anymore. Times have changed. And I can say
from my own experience, I leased the cheapest base model 5 spd Jetta a few years ago.
Probably half the true cost of the Chevette with high interest rates. That base model Jetta had
everything, power windows, doors, cruise, keyless entry, Bluetooth, flat bottom sport steering
wheel with controls for the touch screen stereo and cruise. It had a 1. Happily cruised at 80 mph
all day long on reg octane fuel too. This Chevette is a white elephant. But if you like it, collect
itâ€¦. Based on the GM T-car sold around the world. Softened the ride. The result, a modified but
certainly not improved vehicle. I have an 82 two door that I bought new. I have it for about three
years and totaled it. Praise God I was alive. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
Log in. Barn Finds. Russ Dixon. More: Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments
Moparman Member. Btw, you can still buy stripper pickups, rubber floor mats, roll up windows,
etc 2. Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Nice find, Russ! Hank Kaczmarek. Rather Drive my 65 Monza 2.
Chris Hanley. Well said. They also made a performance versionâ€¦HSRâ€¦It made a great rally
car 6. Not everyone knows how to drive a stick. Too bad th
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at my wife snoresâ€¦ 6. Steve R. Steve R 3. Cam W. Your right, she was spoiled. I hope she
turned out okay, kids like that can go either way. Your Dad sounds like my kind of guyâ€¦â€¦..
Matt Watson. SMH 2. Nicest One Left? Never nice. Car Nut Tacoma. Pete Phillips. No thanks, not
even if it had 2 original miles. Leave it to Chevy to take a perfectly respectable Opel and turn it
into an abomination like the Chevette or, Leavette 2. Larry Malmstead. We had the last year
Pontiac Acadian 5 speed manual. It was a fun car. Dangerous Dan. David Miraglia. Boring ,dull,
but collectible. Or a cheap daily driver. Ace Barker. Anvil Like Durability â€¦. And a resistance to
rust, made these great cars! John F Brush. From vega to chevette. Rare Fins: Cadillac Eldorado
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